ABSTRACT

Theme of this BULOG Sub Drive I office design is Bulog Surabaya Office Interior Design With Modern Style as A Space Efficiency Effort to Increase Comfort and Working Productivity. Whereas concept that used to this office design is modern and efficient.

The main purpose from it’s theme and concept as mentioned above is to create a new atmosphere in the office so that office staff also has a new passion for the effectiveness of their work to produce the optimal work and be able to serve customers professionally. It’s purpose exist because of some problems to be solved by the designers, especially the limited area provided by the office building it self, so it’s forcing the designer to create designs that really maximize the room function with space needs of the staff who are not less but still has high aesthetic value.

To solve that problem, is to optimize it’s interior furniture function, that make it more simple, to make design that doesn’t take space, but has function value that can fulfill the user needs so can accommodate communication needs with another work partner in one room. In addition, designer also combine some room function become one, considering the limited space available.
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